A Mathematical Model of Photosynthetic Electron Transport in Response to the Light Spectrum Based on Excitation Energy Distributed to Photosystems.
To enable us to analyze more systematically the effects of the spectral distribution of light (i.e. light quality) on photosynthetic electron transport, we propose a simple mathematical model which describes electron transport reactions under light-limited conditions based on the excitation energy distributed to the photosystems. The model assumes that the rate-limiting photosystem performs the photochemical reaction at its maximum yield, while the yield in the other photosystem is passively down-regulated to equalize the rates of linear electron transport through the photosystems. Using intact cucumber leaves, we tested the model by comparing actual and estimated photosynthetic parameters under several combinations of photon flux densities of red and far-red lights (R and FR, respectively). Simultaneously provided R and FR yielded greater gross photosynthetic rates than the sums of the rates under only R and only FR, which is known as the 'enhancement effect'. The present model reproduced these non-additive increases in the gross photosynthetic rates in response to supplemental FR to R and provided more accurate estimates than an existing method that did not take the enhancement effect into account (root mean square errors: 0.11 and 0.21 μmol m-2 s-1, respectively). Using the present model, the photon flux density of the supplemental FR which gives the changing point of rate-limiting photosystem and the photochemical yields of the non-rate-limiting photosystems were estimated reasonably well. The present study has therefore formulated a simplified quantitative electron transport model in response to the light spectrum based on generally accepted concepts and demonstrated its validity experimentally.